PWS CUP

Registration

Note: The PWSCUP competition will be held in conjunction with the IPSJ Computer Security Symposium (CSS 2017). All participants are required to sign-up the PWSCUP registration form (free). Participants are allowed to join remotely, but we suggest that at least one per term should register the CSS (from CSS official page https://v3.apollon.nta.co.jp/css2017-jr/) so that we take a contact with participants when necessary. We encourage students to join the competition and ask your advisor as the contact person of the team.

TASKS
(1) Data Anonymization
(2) Re-identification
Teams are required to join both tasks. We have no restriction of the operating system and software for the competition.

Dataset
We plan to use Online Retail Data Set from UCI Machine Learning Repository.

Schedule
- PWS Cup Registration: July 24th– August 21th, 2017.
- Anonymization Phase: in August - September
- Re-identification Phase: in September
- Final: October 23th, 2017.
- Talks by winners: October 24th, 2017

Note these might be changed and the modified schedule will be updated in our official website.

Sign-up:
https://pwscup.personal-data.biz/index.php

******************************************
  a. Team name (e.g., “Team T and N”)
  b. Name of contact person
c. E-Mail address of the contact person

d. Affiliation of the contact person

e. Names and affiliations for all members of the team (one per line)

f. Message to all (e.g. “We will win”)

g. Sharing the source code is useful for contributing this area but not be mandatory for this competition. Do you allow to publish the source code used for anonymizing? (Yes, No, Yes if some condition meets.)

h. Basically, the competition will be anonymous style, i.e., only the pseudonyms of the team are used while competition without revealing the affiliation and names. Do you agree to make the person’s names available?

i. Do you agree to

************************************************************

Contact
PWS CUP WG    pwscup@ml.meiji.ac.jp
Dr. Hidenobu Oguri